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EDITORIAL NOTE
“Faith is the bird that feels the light when the dawn is still dark”.
- Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore
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SAMUNDRA SPIRIT is a quarterly in-house
magazine produced by Samundra Institute of
Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private circulation.
Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!
If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at:
samundraspirit@samundra.com
*Please note we reserve the right to publish your
letters/articles or an edited version of it in all print
& electronic media.

As we prepare for the July issue of Samundra Spirit, the south-western monsoon has
already arrived in India. Deluge has engulfed certain parts of the country resulting misery
to many while some other regions are rejoicing at the prospect of good crop and prosperity. Indeed, it is the faith in the fate brought by the monsoon that the country continues to
live on.
However, the monsoon in Lonavala is unique. It draws hundreds of tourists to watch the
magnificent downpour. There is no misery here, but the melody of the magical monsoon
that has been always celebrated in the Indian literature for thousands of years. Whining
and wheezing amidst the flashes of lightening temper as the sky in Lonavala continues
to weep for days and nights, as if in quarrel with the sun. And at the end, when the sun
peeps through, clearing the clouds over the distant Sahyadri Hills, lo behold, it’s not just
the rainbow ending behind the gorgeously green hills with clouds floating by. Gushing
waterfalls of rain water cascade down from the top of the hills - an unbelievable sight of
surreal beauty, for all in the campus!
The editorial board too was inundated with a number of significant contributions for this
monsoon issue. Interestingly, quite a few of them related to the weather and water currents and other natural phenomenon, all crucial topics for the mariners and the navigators.
Indeed, an effect of the Monsoon!
The engineers are in full force too with a number of practical engineering issues like
Decard Completed but Piston Seized, In Search for Future Lubricant and Engine Health
Check During Watchkeeping - all written from the perspective of a practical engineering
experience. While preserving the integrity of facts in a technical topic, our attempt has
been to break down the complexity into simple bite size morsels of knowledge that could
be easily understandable and digestible.
Regular stories like Know Your Ship continues while we have introduced other interesting
articles on Ship Surveys, Underwater Repairs to make this monsoon issue flooded with
a wide range of otherwise complex topics but made simpler by our in-house experts. Our
Research & Development team at SIMS continues to be innovative and they have contributed their report on their latest gadget - “Eco-Gauge” - indigenously developed by them.
Finally, we have not forgotten to add a dash of monsoon colour! ESM Marine Superintendent Devendra Kumar shares his fascinating experience of visiting Norfolk Island at the
southeastern outskirt of Australia. It is not just about a quaint and exotic destination but
about the service that a ship provides in the course of the delivery of her cargo. Far from
the regular trading patterns and port destinations, the story is not about what they do but
more about how they do to fulfill the call of duty., Simply said, it celebrates the spirit of the
seafarers that makes this happen day in and day out.
As the rains and showers pitter-patter outside the windows, let me conclude this note with
another quote from Tagore:
“YOU are the big drop of dew under the lotus leaf,
I am the smaller one on its upper side’
Said the dewdrop to the lake.”
Hope to bring in more such variety of perspectives, views and
topics through our Samundra Spirit in the next issue.
Till then, any feed back or suggestion from our readers any
time - is most welcome at samundraspirit@samundra.com
Best wishes…

15th July, 2012.
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A Message for Tomorrow’s Marine Professionals
Dear Cadets,
The owner of a coffee shop in London, whose customers were mainly people connected with
shipping, provided information on ships to his customers in a regularly published leaflet. The
owner of the coffee shop was Mr. Edward Lloyd. This informal circulation of the leaflet led to
the birth of first Ship Registry in 1760. In order to give both underwriters and merchants an
idea of the condition of the vessels they insured and chartered, ship hulls were graded by a lettered scale (A being the best), and ship’s fittings (masts, rigging, and other equipment) was
graded by number (1 being the best). Thus the best classification was “A1.”
Modern day ships are technological marvels with safety, operational efficiency and reliability
and are subjected to safety and environment regulations originating from the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) and technical rules of Classification Societies. These ships need
a new breed of seafarers who have the sound theoretical understanding of scientific and technological principles and practical skills and have the ability to adapt to the changing technological
and operational environments. IMO’s Standard of Training, Certification and Watch-keeping
(STCW) Convention is the international standard on seafarer training and individual countries may go beyond this standard. Educational institutions may couple the seafarer training
with requirements satisfying a degree in Marine Engineering or Maritime Science to give an
added value to maritime education and to make the careers of students brighter.
My first visit to Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies in May 2012 was a rich experience
to see a world class institute that any serious maritime educationist dreams of. The institute
is equipped to teach scientific and technological principles and maritime technologies in a dynamic system which makes learning fun and a total experience.
The management and the teachers of an education institute have the responsibility to offer
the best curriculum, education system and welfare to the students. The fulfilment of these
responsibilities are well displayed by the facilities established in SIMS and the wholehearted
commitment of the management. I am very pleased to be associated with such an institute as a
member of the Governing Council.
As Asia is fast becoming the economic power house in the world, the students who are pursuing
Maritime Education today have a great future. The best examples of that success come from the
management of SIMS itself.
Students here must not only excel in studies, but ready to shoulder responsibilities and inculcate good attitudes to be exemplarily mariners and future leaders of the
entire industry.
I wish all of you every success in this endeavour.

Eng (Dr) T.A.Piyasiri
Director General, Tertiary & Vocational Education Commission, Sri Lanka
Member of Governing Council, SIMS
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Abhijit Nalwade (left)
Research Associate
&
Deepak Ramteke (right)
Assistant Professor
SIMS, Lonavala

Eco-Gauge Software

An EEOI Calculator Developed by SIMS R&D
Before introducing EEOI (Energy Efficiency
Operational Indicator), it is important to
know about SEEMP and the role of EEOI in
SEEMP. SEEMP is a Ship Energy Efficiency
Management Plan developed by the ship
owner, operator or manager. As per IMO,
SEEMP is mandatory from 01 Jan 2013.
SEEMP seeks to improve a ship’s energy efficiency through four steps:
(a) Planning (b) Implementation (c) Monitoring
(d) Self Evaluation & Improvement
EEOI is the primary monitoring tool to obtain
a quantitative indicator of energy efficiency of
a ship and/ or fleet in operation. EEOI helps in
the evaluation of effectiveness of SEEMP.
While the EEDI (Energy Efficiency Design Index) is applicable to vessels at the designing
and construction stages, the EEOI is applicable at operational stages.
Role of EEOI
EEOI is indicated as tonnes of carbon dioxide
(CO2) emitted for each tonne of cargo carried
for each nautical mile transported. EEOI is calculated as per the guidelines of IMO (MEPC.1/
Circ.684) in terms of grams of CO2 emitted per
tonne of cargo carried per nautical mile travelled by a vessel.
All types of fuel consumed by main engine and
auxiliary engines, including boilers and incinerators, at sea and in port for a voyage or for a
defined period have to be considered for calculations of CO2 emitted.
EEOI can be calculated for ‘Port to Port Voyage’,
‘Port to Destination Voyage’, ‘Rolling Average’,
‘Periodical Average - monthly, quarterly, halfyearly, annual etc’ and can be made applicable
to ‘Individual ships’, ‘Ships of similar types under
one operator’, ‘All ships under one operator’, etc.

in the software. Equations used for the basic
calculations are placed below.
EEOI is calculated as per MEPC.1/Circ.684,
for a voyage or for a number of voyages. For
calculating EEOI for a particular voyage, the
following parameters are to be considered:
1. Type of fuel and corresponding mass consumed in tonnes for a voyage (A)
2. Cargo carried in tonnes for a voyage (B)
3. Distance travelled in nautical miles for a
voyage (C)
Transport work is defined as the product of
Cargo carried (B) and the distance travelled in
nautical miles for a voyage (C).
The equation provided in MEPC.1/ Circ.684 is
expressed in a simple terminology as

EEOI =

Transport work done
CO2 emitted by a particular type of fuel is obtained by multiplying the mass of that type of
fuel consumed by its corresponding ‘CF’ value.
‘CF’ is the conversion factor for mass of fuel
consumed to mass of CO2 emitted. The value of
‘CF’ is also provided in MEPC.1/Circ.684 as and
depends upon the type of the fuel consumed.
SN

Fuel Type (j)

CF (t-CO2/ t-Fuel)

1

Diesel / Gas Oil

3.206000

2

Light Fuel Oil

3.151040

3

Heavy Fuel Oil

3.114400

4

LPG - Propane

3.000000

5

LPG- Butane

3.030000

6

LNG

2.750000

From the above table, it is derived that for example, if 1 kg of Heavy fuel oil is consumed,
3.1144 kg of CO2 is emitted.

This can be calculated via Eco-Gauge - a software developed at SIMS. Eco-Gauge is divided into two modules - the On-board Module
and Web-based Module. On-board module is
a data entry form required to be filled by onboard personnel and sent to Executive Ship
Management (ESM) Pte Ltd, Head Office,
while the web-based Module is a EEOI analyzer to calculate the EEOI for ‘Individual ships’,
‘Ships of similar types under one operator’, ‘All
ships under one operator’ at ESM, Head Office. The calculation of EEOI is incorporated

Total CO2 emitted from all types
of fuel consumed

Fig. A

To calculate average EEOI, equation for EEOIavg is also provided in MEPC.1/Cirs.684. In a
simpler terminology, average EEOI for a period
or for a no. of voyages is given as

EEOI =

Average for no.
of voyages

Total CO2 emitted for no. of
voyages
Total of transport works of no. of
voyages

The sample of EEOI calculation for individual
voyage and for average of two voyages is done
in simpler manner, as shown in table below. As
defined earlier, the product of cargo carried
and the distance travelled i.e. transport work is
obtained in column H of Fig. A seen below.
		
Fig. A also shows the EEOI of VLGC Hisui for
two voyages that is calculated as follows:
• The value of CF for HFO and LFO are referred from the table 1. The values in yellow
coloured cells are the input parameters for
the calculation of EEOI. As the amount of
CO2 emitted per tonnes of cargo carried
per nautical mile distance sailed is very less
and it’s better to express in grams of CO2
emitted / t-cargo/ nautical mile travelled.
To convert the tonnes of CO2 emitted into
grams of CO2 emitted, the final equation is
multiplied by 10e6.
• The average EEOI is not simply the arithmetic mean of EEOIs obtained for individual
voyages. 				
				
The objective of any organization is to minimize the EEOI for individual ships as well as
the whole fleet. Lower the value of EEOI; better
the fuel efficient operation of ships and lesser
the CO2 emissions.
EEOI will be used to promote low CO2 emission shipping, in order to help further minimize
and limit the impact of shipping transportation
on global climate change.
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At minus 15°C: North west of Scotland
coastal weather in last year winter
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At plus 15°C: North west of Scotland
coastal weather in last year summer

Ocean Currents and the Weather Debate
In Britain, it is often said that you don’t
need to know someone’s name to be able
to start a conversation. All that is needed,
is to say something about the weather. Suddenly, everybody is ready to talk. Weather
is the common denominator and probably
because it is so changeable, frustrating and
unpredictable.
This is not so similar in many other countries
and regions of travel although the common
theme world wide is that ‘the weather is generally changing.’ That said, the debate then arises whether the trend is upwards, downwards,
sideways or so faint it is hardly detectable.
When this remarkable Samundra Spirit magazine got underway, I wrote an article about the
Indian Ocean as an oceanic heating basin with
the natural physics of water currents passing
through.
The arctic cold and deep water currents travel
deep down in the Atlantic to the south of Africa, surfacing with applied heat in the Indian
Ocean, travelling via the Agulhas current back
south and into the waters of the south Atlantic,
before joining the Benguela, and the south and
north Equatorial currents to the Caribbean.
Thereafter, the added heat of the Caribbean
sun, together with the planetary gyre, drive that
warm surface sea water to the western British
shores where I sit and write this article. It is
with that warmer coastal effect that an ambient temperature of 10 to 20°C is normal in April
to October months at 56 to 58 degrees north
Scottish latitude, but zero down to minus 15°C
in winter. The fact is that latitude would be even
5°C colder without that warm water supply;
something similar to Siberia.
Before we all think of a quick acting heating
pot, it has to be said that the time frame for all

this oceanic liquid action cycle can be thought
of in hundreds of years and perhaps only as
a relative recently measured factor in science.
Nevertheless, some estimates range widely
between four and thirty five million tonnes of
water moving per second!
The more meteorologically-minded people
refer to the ocean water movement as a thermohaline circulation (THC) and it is indeed a
temperature driven salt water flow. The more
localised Atlantic part has always been colloquially known as the Gulf Stream emanating
from the Gulfs of Mexico and of Texas and now
technically known by the upwardly knowledgeable people as the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC).
The north easterly surface part of this is referred to as the North Atlantic Drift, which can
also explain Caribbean flotsam arriving on
the shores of western Ireland and north west
Scotland. Many fallen trees, bits of ships and
tonnes of garbage have travelled that route.
As a passing parallel, and in the completely
different surface waters of the north Pacific
ocean, remarkable flotsam events of the plastic ducks from a cargo container, an empty
fishing boat and most recently, a disused floating dock have all arrived on the US north west
coast from heavy weather incidents including
the Japanese tsunami of recent times.
Returning to the north Atlantic AMOC, it has
been the general public feeling in very recent
years that the Gulf Stream is slowing. Some
even go as far as to say that it has stopped! All
four to thirty five million tonnes per second of it!
The global warming arguments are intertwined
with this opinion by saying that cold and dense
arctic ice melt is flowing south and acting as
a barrier against the north coming warm drift

Capt. Olaf Olsen
Advisory Consultant
SIMS, Lonavala
from the Caribbean. But where is the dividing
line?
Much research by oceanic surveys including
NASA is taking place to the extent of actually
measuring the height of ocean surfaces (yes,
there are high and low areas of ocean; for example it is known that the Red Sea is 20cms
lower than the Mediterranean, which means
that a ship navigates up hill when in transit of
the Suez canal northwards!)
Till now, the research teams are convinced that
the sea levels are not changing and that one
thermohaline effect balances against another.
So, what of the future?
If the ocean drift did slow, it would not only
be the Atlantic but also the Indian and other
oceanic coastlines that would see great differences in weather. That would give people
something to talk about and cause concern
to human food, water and living conditions, to
say nothing of all flora and fauna of the planet.
An earth stopping event with a return to an ice
age.
As in all science, there are voices of a contrary
view that indicate the flow rate, if changing at
all, is actually getting faster! The truth of the
matter is more likely to reside between the
two with a normal and natural variation swinging one way and the other from year to year;
perplexing the mundane human memory in the
process.
As to the 56 to 58 degrees North west of Scotland coastal weather in the last year, the photographs can give a view of minus 15°C winter
and plus 15°C summer.

Capt. Devendra Kumar
Marine Superintendent
ESM, Singapore

A Voyage to the Norfolk Island
Not that he intended to retrace the adventures of the historical route of Captain
James Cook or join a documentary film
troupe of the National Geographic to capture the beauty and history of the local
folks, Capt. Devendra Kumar, Marine Superintendent of ESM recalls a no less exciting and exhilarating voyage to exotic
Norfolk island at the East outskirts of the
Australian continent in the Pacific Ocean.
The island known as the home of the descendants of the “Bounty mutineers” who
led the mutiny aboard the British Royal
Navy ship HMS Bounty over two hundred
years back in 1789.
Yes, he or rather the vessel he went on board,
had the unique responsibility of discharging
LPG/ cooking gas to delivery trucks for distribution to the local thousand and a few hundred
inhabitants and another few hundreds of tourist
visiting them at a given time!
Upon loading LPG from either Brisbane in Australia or New Plymouth in New Zealand, vessel
sails for Norfolk Island, which appears like a
small dot on the chart. She, like a couple of
sister vessels, provide the lifeline of energy to
these far-flung colonies of the erstwhile British
Empire living outside the conventional human
civilization of the 21st century. Indeed, this story again is about the spirit of the indomitable
seafarers who take up challenge to manoeuvre
such a boat in some of the most picturesque
but rather off the beaten sea routes and Bay to
deliver the essential cargo that they carry for
the inhabitants there.
Ahoy, here goes the story of MV Energy (vessel’s name changed) getting inside the treacherous bay entirely on her own steam, watching
her ingenuity and will power to deliver…
Approaching Ball Bay Terminal
In a typical arrival, the vessel approaches the

Ball Bay, and heads towards the SE side of the
Norfolk Island, where she would discharge to
the LPG terminal.
Normal anchorage for the port is either at the
Kingston Bay area or Cascade Bay – both with
depths of more than 20 meters.
The seabed composition from 10m contour
and going upwards to 15m and 20m contour
is a mixture of mud and sand with first as mud
and second being sand. The ship’s anchor
holds firmly to this favourable bottom features.
Behind the 10-meter contour the sea bottom
turns rocky in the Ball Bay area. However, the
crystal clear water makes the rocks underneath absolutely stark and visible as the heavy
swells rock the small vessel steadily even at
the anchorages. The ship moves at the slowest speed manoeuvring the rocks as there’s no
Pilot and no tug services available. With only
very basic of port facilities, the ship must be
well-stocked. (Very minor items could probably
procured via the Terminal Manager) Prior calling Norfolk.
Any vessel calling this Island must have bow
thruster fitted in order to control the swing of
the heading during the berthing manoeuvre.
Obviously, berthing must be done only during
daylight hours.
The Customs and the Australian Quarantine
Authorities, along with the Terminal Manager,
usually board the vessel for inward clearance
depending on the wind. If the wind is from
South, then the clearance is done at Cascade
bay, and if the wind is from the North, then the
clearance is done at the Kingston Bay area.
Once the clearance formalities are done, the
shore boat takes the shore personnel away
and goes to the Ball Bay to set up the messenger lines from shore to ship for the moorings.
The shore boat (fitted with two Yamaha twin

outboard engines), which takes the Custom,
AQIS officer and terminal manager to the vessel to clear the vessel. This will act as mooring
boat in Ball Bay area as well
Every step has to be measured and well
rehearsed as the vessel makes her approach
on a course of about 285 Deg T. The speed
is limited to 3-5 knots, starboard anchor ready,
the leads are the white painted marks and the
triangles erected on the oil pipeline, which is
going up the hill near the shore tanks. The
marks were very clear and easily visible from
the vessel.
When Collins Head, the edge of the island
came in line with East End Point, the vessel
drops the Starboard anchor, heading to the
easterly direction. This is to ensure ship has
room to fall astern due west (approximate distance from shore will be 0.30 NM). The Master
uses the thruster to check the vessel’s heading
and slowly the ship falls astern to a position in
between the end points of the two messenger
floats and in line with the transit markers on
the oil pipeline going up hill (two white color
triangles are erected on top of the oil pipeline
going up hill).
The vessel is now at anchor approximately
375 metres from shore with 4 shackles down
on the starboard anchor. The mooring lines are
passed from this position.
Upon the completion of the mooring, vessel will
finally be approximately 300 metres from the
LPG manifold at the terminal, heading eastwards, with starboard anchor 6 shackles well
in water. The depth is in the range of 15-20
metres with sufficient Under Keel Clearance
for the vessel.
Stern mooring ropes are carried ashore by the
crew in the boat for making fast to the shore
bollard to assist the only man available ashore.
The complete mooring operation takes about
an hour and the vessel is ready for discharge!
It takes about another four hours to complete
the discharge; depending of the size of the
parcel, which can vary from time to time, and
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then to prepare for the more challenging work
of the crew i.e. the unmooring and preparing
to leave. Inclusive of unmooring operations,
it usually takes about 7-8 hours, (arrival manoeuvre 1.5 Hrs, discharging 4 Hours, departure manoeuvre 1.5 Hrs). And then, once the
discharge over, its time for the crew to undertake a challenging unmooring operation that
requires their full concentration and ingenuity.
Unmooring Operation
Whilst un-mooring, the first line to cast off is
the stern line coming from the starboard side
poop deck leading to the south shore bollard.
The line is slacked on board by a few metres
and shore picked up the slack to cast off. The
terminal mooring is with just one-man operation at shore, and use of utility vehicle is not
required. Similarly, port sideline leading to the
North shore bollard is cast off.
Prior to the casting off the stern lines, the
starboard anchor is engaged and made
ready to heave. Once the lines are cast off
from the shore, the picking up of anchor is
commenced.
The vessel now picks up the hose and also
the dinghy boat by the aft crane of the vessel
and keeps her near the storage area. She is
now ready to leave, no worry for any outward
clearance or such other complexities of the
modern day port rules and regulations.
She will be back in another 4-6 weeks of time,
but for now, off to another exotic, another enchanting destination somewhere close by,
where another few thousands eagerly wait
for her to provide them with their life line of
energy. About that, may be next time…

The shore boat (fitted with two Yamaha twin outboard
engines) which takes the Custom, AQIS officer and
terminal manager to the vessel to clear the vessel.
This will act as mooring boat in Ball Bay area as well.

About Norfolk Island
Norfolk Island is located approx 870 NM ENE of Sydney and is an external territory of
Australia. It’s a tiny islet about 8 KM in length and 5 KM in width comprising of two small
uninhabited islands (and bird sanctuaries) – Nepean Island and Philip Island- lie to the
south.
The climate is subtropical and mild, with little seasonal differentiation. The island is the eroded
remnant of a basaltic volcano active around 2.3 to 3 million years ago, with inland areas now
consisting mainly of rolling plains. It forms the highest point on the Norfolk Ridge, part of the submerged continent Zealandia. The area surrounding Mount Bates is preserved as the Norfolk Island National Park. The park, covering around 10% of the land of the island, contains remnants
of the forests which originally covered the island, including stands of subtropical rainforest.
History
The first European known to have sighted the island was Captain James Cook, in 1774, on
his second voyage to the South Pacific on HMS Resolution. He named it after the Duchess of
Norfolk, wife of Edward Howard, 9th Duke of Norfolk (1685-1777).
Originally colonised by East Polynesians, Norfolk Island was colonised by Britain as part of its
settlement in Australia in 1788. It then served as a convict penal settlement until 1794, when
it was abandoned until 1856, when permanent residence on the island for civilians began. In
1901, the island became a part of the Commonwealth of Australia which it has remained until
this day.
However, Norfolk is still notoriously connected to the descendents of Bounty Mutineers. They
set the commander Lieutenant William Bligh along with 18 of his supporters on a 7m long launch
into the open sea and burnt the Bounty to cover up their misdeed. As the history reveals, Lieutenant Bligh not only survived by covering 3618 nautical miles of treacherous sea in 47 days
to Timor, but returned to Britain to report to the king. The British government dispatched HMS
Pandora to capture the mutineers. Accordingly, most of the mutineers were captured, arrested.
However, unfortunately on her return, HMS Pandora ran aground on the Great Barrier Reef
and lost 34 crew and the four prisoners. Some surviving prisoners repatriated to England for
trial. Descendants of the some of the mutineers and local continue to live on adjacent Pitcairn
island and they still remain as the fodder of the plot of interesting films, books and popular songs
around the world.
Interestingly, Bounty Day is celebrated on 8 June as the national holiday on Norfolk Island to
commemorate the 1856 arrival of settlers from Pitcairn Island.

Gas vessel moored at the Ball Bay

The aerial shot of the Ball Bay
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Source: www.wikipedia.org

Predominant Ocean Currents of the world

Navigating by
Ocean Currents (Part I)
Currents are steady, smooth movements of
water following a specific course; proceeding either in a cyclical pattern or as a continuous stream.
There are three basic types of ocean currents:
1. Surface currents
2. Deep water currents
3. Currents produced by long wave movements or tides
For a mariner, it is one of the most important
natural forces which assists him to reach destinations at economical speeds or prepares him
to counter act one if it is unfavourable. In the
age of protecting the ever-depleting natural
resources, operating ships in ‘energy efficient’
way is essential for economical and environmental friendly operations of the vessel. In this
two-part article, the first part will provide useful
information for our navigators on the surface
and deep water currents. Part II, in the next
edition, will cover the tidal currents.

Perhaps the most obvious type of currents,
surface currents are responsible for the major surface circulation patterns in the world’s
oceans and they concern the navigator the
most. These are the result of the friction
caused by the movements due to the atmosphere changes over water; they owe their
existence to the winds that form as a result
of the warming of air masses at the sea surface near the equator and in temperate areas.
When wind blows across the water’s surface, it
sets the water in motion. If the wind is constant
and strong enough, the currents may persist
and become permanent components of the
ocean’s circulation pattern; if not, they may be
merely temporary. Surface currents can extend
to depths of about 200 metres. They circle the
ocean basins on both sides of the Equator in
elliptical rotations.
•
•

Clock-wise in the Northern hemisphere
Anti-Clockwise in the Southern Hemishpere

1. Surface Currents

How can a navigator estimate the ocean surface current affecting his passage plan?
•

•

•

•

What are they?
Currents are caused by winds, gravity, and variations in water density in different parts of the
ocean. There are two distinct current systems
in the oceans–surface circulation, which stirs a
relatively thin upper layer of the sea, and deep
circulation, which sweeps along the deep-sea
floor.

Capt. Vikash Kumar Singh
Nautical Faculty & Quality Co-ordinator
SIMS, Mumbai

•
Typical wind patterns affecting the surface currents

Admiralty routing charts: depicts predominant direction, rate and constancy
of the currents in the various oceans on a
three monthly basis. They cover various
ocean regions of the world. It has been a
reliable tool for mariners for estimating climatic and ocean conditions for many years.
“Visual passage planner” software
by admiralty: Plan passages with pilot chart information. Plot waypoints,
then generate reports for routing,
weather, and more based on performance data that’s specific to your vessel.
Visual Passage Planner includes pilot
charts for the world providing a great value!
Paper versions cost almost twice as much.
Ocean Passages for the World: written
for deep sea voyages and mentions various
factors affecting passages. World Climatic
Chart for January & July and explanatory
notes provide general information on ocean
currents on half yearly basis along with details of atmospheric pressures, surface temperature, wind, ice, fog, etc for the navigator
to relate to.
Admiralty sailing direction (pilot book):
Describes principal currents at the beginning of the chapter in appropriate volumes.
This is valuable when estimating currents,
in greater details, for more localized areas
of an ocean region.
The mariner’s handbook, chapter 5:
provides general information on ocean current circulation, current strengths and varia-
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•

•

•

bility, wind effect, effect of tropical storms
and gradient current. This can provide a
good overall knowledge to a navigator
about currents and general precautions.
Nautical charts: Small scale navigational charts also depict, graphically, the current in the ocean region with footnotes on
their strengths, directions and constancy.
This is an easy and quick reference to the
navigator even during voyage monitoring
stage.
Admiralty list of radio signals: Provides details on how to obtain Meteorological forecast whereas some stations
also provide information on ocean currents to mariners.
On line ocean routing, meteorological and other service providers: There
are many service providers and route
advisers for mariners over the internet
which can provide information on accurate weather forecast including currents,
sea condition, and satellite imagery and
can even advise safe and most economical routes. These are mostly subscribed
services for various durations (paid for by
owners and charterers as needed) and
the graphical information can be overlaid
on navigational equipments like ECDIS,
ECS or electronic plotters or can be simply read out on hard or soft copies. These
will be the tools which would be widely
used by navigators of the future once enavigation is fully implemented.

2. Deep Water (or Density) Currents
Deep water currents move very slowly and
are insignificant to shipboard navigators as
far as economical ocean navigation is concerned. They dominate approximately 90%
of the oceans’ circulation. Water circulation
of this type is called thermohaline circulation. Basically, these currents are caused by
variations in water density, which is directly
related to temperature and salinity. Colder
and saltier water is heavier than warmer,
fresher water. Water gets denser in higher
latitudes due to:
(1) the cooling of the atmosphere
(2) the increased salt levels, which result
from the freezing of surface water. (Frozen
water normally contains mostly freshwater,
leaving higher concentrations of salt in the
water that remains liquid.) Differences in water density generate slow moving currents,
due to the sinking of the colder, saltier water
into deeper parts of the oceans’ basins and
the displacement of lighter, fresher currents.
Occasionally they cause the El Nino effect
and cause in the drastic change of climates
of some parts of the world.
To be continued in next issue...
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Engine Health Check
During Watchkeeping

What does the doctor do first,
when a person is sick? The
first thing he does is to check
the pulse and blood pressure,
while talking to the patient.
Obviously, the general health
condition can be assessed
with these two parameters.
We all know that for an adult,
the normal resting heart rate
is about 72 steady beats per minute and
the BP is steady 120 by 80. If any change
in these parameters is noticed, other tests
and detailed investigations may need to be
carried out to ascertain the cause of the
abnormality or sickness.
Similar analogy can be applied to monitoring the health of a diesel engine, especially,
a main propulsion slow speed diesel engine. It
helps the watchkeeping engineer to quickly assess the engine condition and ensure normalcy.
Main Engine Health
When an engineer is keeping the engine room
watch, one of the most important aspects is
to monitor the health of the main propulsion
engine. With a quick look at the instruments
in gauge board or control room, an engineer
can assess the overall condition of the main
engine in an instant. The technique is to watch
the tachometer (‘pulse’ or ‘heart rate’) and the
scavenge pressure (‘BP’). These two parameters must not only be in the expected range,
but also steady.
Let us take a 12-cylinder, 2-stroke, slow-speed
diesel engine driving a fixed pitch propeller at
100RPM in calm weather. What fluctuation in
the RPM of a well-maintained main engine
would one expect? According to experts,
fluctuation in RPM should not be more than
0.25% to 0.50% of the rated RPM and load
(The percentage fluctuation also depends on
number of cylinders the engine has). Any fluctuation beyond 0.50% is an indication of some
fault in the engine systems, the seriousness of
the fault can be determined by the % fluctuation. On a tachometer, this small change can
easily be noticed.
Fluctuation could be caused by:
• Fuel temperature and viscosity
• Condition of the fuel injectors
• Fuel injection and exhaust valve timing
• Wear of piston rings

S.Viswanathan
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

•
•
•

Temperatures of coolant improper
Cylinder oil feed rate
Rack and Variable Injection Timing (VIT)
position

Similar to blood pressure (BP) of a patient, scavenge air pressure is a very good indicator of the
breathing system (gas exchange process) of
the engine. A reduced/ increased or fluctuating
scavenge pressure indicates abnormal condition
in the scavenging system. It could be due to:• Fouling of Turbo- charger on gas/air side
• Fouling of air cooler on the air side
• Choked Scavenge ports
• Leaky exhaust valve
• Exhaust gas back pressure
• Scavenge fire or surging of turbo-charger
Individual faults can be analysed, some with the
engine running and some when the engine is
stopped and inspected. For example, to ascertain
the piston ring condition, a draw card can be taken
when the engine is running to measure the
compression pressure; scavenge ports can
be checked for fouling when the engine is
stopped, etc.
Conclusion
As we began with the analogy of a human being to diesel engine, please remember a human
body is also a heat engine; basically consisting
of various systems such as circulatory system,
gas exchange (breathing system), nervous system etc. Any fault occurring is mostly manifested
in the form of changes in pulse and blood pressure, apart from body temperature. Similarly, the
heat engine, diesel engine in this case, manifests any fault in the form of fluctuation in speed
and scavenge pressure and of course the various temperatures. These two parameters are
two of the various engine parameters that are
very important as a quick and ready-reckoner for
diagnosing faults. On a lighter note, there is a
big difference between human body and diesel
engine, Guess what? Humans have a brain, engines do not!

11
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Know Your Ship
Container Ship (Part I)

General Trade
While the story of cargo ships is over
thousands of years old, surprisingly, the
history of container ship spans less than
hundred years as a result of ingenuity of
traders to transfer cargo in metal boxes
for greater control of loading, transporting and curtailing loss and thefts!
A new era begins
An American entrepreneur Malcom McLean’s
converted World War II tanker, the Ideal X,
made its maiden voyage from Port Newark
to Houston in the USA, loaded with 58 metal
container boxes as well as 15,000 tons of
bulk petroleum. By the time the container
ship docked at the Port of Houston six days
later, the company Sea-Land Service Inc
was already taking orders to ship goods
back to Newark in containers!
His ideas were based on the theory that cargo transportation efficiency could be vastly
improved through a system of “intermodalism,” in which the same container, with the
same cargo, can be transported with minimum interruptions via different transport
modes during its journey. Containers could

KNOWLEDGE

be moved seamlessly between ships,
trucks and trains. This would simplify the
whole logistical process and, eventually,
implementing this idea led to a revolution in
cargo transportation and international trade
over the next 50 years.
Modern container shipping celebrated its
50th anniversary in 2006. In just five decades of operations, container ships carry
about 60% of the value of goods shipped
via sea.
The ubiquitous container or the box we
see everywhere
As a logical next step, container sizes had
to be standardized so that they could be
most efficiently stacked and so that ships,
trains, trucks and cranes at the port could
be specially fitted or built to a single size
specification. This standardization would
eventually apply across the global industry.
As early as 1960, international groups already recognizing the potential of container
shipping, began discussing what the standard container sizes should be. In 1961, the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) set standard sizes. The two most
important, and most commonly used sizes
even today, are the 20-foot (referred to as
a Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit (TEU) and
40-foot (referred to as Forty-foot Equivalent
Unit (FEU) You also have Hi-Cube containers having same length and width but a

Capt. Arun Sundaram
Director, Operations
ESM, Singapore
height of 9 feet 6 inches.
The maximum gross mass for a 20-foot
standard dry cargo container is 24 metric tons, which gives maximum amount of
cargo loadable to approximately 21.6 metric
tons. Similarly, the maximum gross mass
for a 40-foot standard dry cargo container
(including the 9-foot-6-inch-high cube container) is 30.5 metric tons. After correcting
for tare weight, this gives a cargo capacity
of 26.5 metric tons. There are heavy duty
containers having a maximum gross mass
of upto 30 metric tons.
A tanker hand may go bananas trying to get
a real perspective on a container’s capacity.
To simplify: a single 20-foot container can
hold about 48,000 bananas!
Different boxes for different folks
Besides the standard dry cargo containers
we also have other different types of containers such as:
Flat Rack Container, Open Top Container,
Tunnel Container, Open Side container,
Double doors container, Refrigerated ISO
container, Insulated or Thermal container,

KNOWLEDGE
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CAMPUS NEWS

SIMS Receives ECDIS Course
Approval from Indian and
Singaporean Authorities
1. Thermel container - air circulation
2. Flat rack container
3. Open top container
4. Open side container

1

(Sources: www.shippingcontainers24.com)

2

Tank Container, Half height container, Car
Carrier, and some other types.
Have you wondered how you can eat butter
from New Zealand or seafood from Norway
sitting in Aamchi Mumbai? Special reefer
containers exist that can control temperatures, allowing everything from perishable
items like meat, fish, fruit and vegetables to
dairy products, chemicals and pharmaceuticals to travel across the world.
Reefer containers can keep goods frozen
at temperatures as low as -60°C. However,
they can also preserve goods at warmer
temperatures if that is necessary.
Advantages of containerisation
Containerisation has changed not only the
face of shipping but it revolutionized world
trade as well. A container ship can be loaded and unloaded in a few hours compared
to days in a traditional multipurpose cargo
vessel. Because of which, it not only cuts labour costs, but also reduces shipping times
between points to a great extent. There is
less breakage and less danger of cargo
shifting during a voyage besides as containers are sealed and only opened at the destination, pilferage and theft levels have been
greatly reduced.
Specialised gantry cranes, installed either
on the specialised container terminals, or
cranes on the pier or on the ship, are used
to place containers on board the ship. When
the hold space is loaded, additional containers are stacked on the deck.
Construction of a container ship
In principle, all container ships are of open
construction as it must be possible to gain
direct access to each container with lifting
gear such as top spreaders and similar

4

3

gear. In order to obtain smooth, squared
holds, these vessels are constructed with a
double hull. Any holds which are unsuitable
for carrying containers are often fitted out as
tanks. There are no ‘tween decks.
There are several key points in the design
of modern container ships. The hull, similar
to bulk carriers and general cargo ships, is
built around a strong keel. Into this frame
is set one or more below-deck cargo holds,
numerous tanks, and the engine room. The
holds are topped by hatch covers, onto
which more containers can be stacked.
Some container ships have cargo cranes installed on them, and some have specialized
systems for securing containers on board.
The hull of a modern cargo ship is a complex
arrangement of steel plates and strengthening beams. The hull is built around the keel
resembling ribs, and fastened at right-angles to the keel are the ship’s frames. The
ship’s main deck, the metal platework that
covers the top of the hull framework, is supported by beams that are attached to the
tops of the frames and run the full breadth
of the ship. The beams not only support the
deck, but along with the deck, frames, and
transverse bulkheads, strengthen and reinforce the shell.
Another feature of recent hulls is a set of double-bottom tanks, which provide a second
watertight shell that runs most of the length
of a ship. The double-bottoms generally hold
liquids such as fuel oil, ballast water or fresh
water. A ship’s engine room houses its main
engines and auxiliary machinery such as the
fresh water and sewage systems, electrical
generators, fire pumps, and air conditioners. In most new ships, the engine room is
located in the aft portion of the ship.
To be continued in next issue...

Its a matter of great pride that SIMS has received in-principle approval from Maritime
and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA) for its
five days Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) Training Course.
The course had earlier received similar approvals from Liberian Corporate Registry (LISCR)
and DG Shipping, Government of India as well
as full approvals from Det Norske Veritas, Norway and Marshall Islands Registry. This makes
SIMS, the only training institute in India to have
the approvals from four international flag administrations or class societies for the ECDIS
course.
This approval reflects the compliance and standard of the course in accordance with IMO model
course 1.27 (2010) rev. guidelines as carefully reviewed by the authorities for the facility installed
at SIMS Lonavala. The training facility holds 12
ECDIS stations each of which is equipped with a
MARIS ECDIS 900, a ship visual-cum-maneuvering computer and radar cum navigational equipments computer. Trainees are taken through various stages of the ECDIS training as prescribed by
IMO model course guidelines.
Similarly, three refresher courses viz., “Proficiency in Personal Survival Techniques (PST)”, “Fire
Prevention and Fire Fighting (FPFF)” and “Advance Fire Fighting (AFP)” also have received
approval from Directorate General of Shipping
(DG Shipping) and being conducted regularly at
the campus since April,2011.
The endorsement for the refresher training for
PST, FPFF and AFP courses by DG Shipping
helps maintain the exacting standards set for the
original course structure and now provide additional refresher training as post-sea courses
to ESM Seafarers and Officers in addition to the
SIMS Cadets.
We extend our heartiest congratulations to all
Faculty members and Staffs at SIMS, Lonavala
for making this success possible.

Correction from Samundra Spirit
issue 17 (Page 12, 3rd column) in
the article “Exhaust Gas Boiler“
The water temperature has to be lower than
the exhaust gas always. (Not higher as per
previously published)
Our sincere apologies for inadvertent error.
- Editor

Passing Out of DNS-13 Batch

Chief Guest, Capt. LK Panda, Principal Officer of Mercantile Marine Department, Mumbai (1st row, 8th from left)
with SIMS staffs and graduating cadets

Chief Guest, Capt. LK Panda was given
a guard of honour

Capt. LK Panda with project work winners

Capt. LK Panda was
inspecting the parade
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“Be Confident, Be Alert”
Advises Capt. LK Panda

A passing out ceremony for the Diploma in Nautical Science
13th Batch (DNS-13) was held at SIMS, Lonavala on 7th July
2012. Despite the monsoon rain, the high spirits were not dampened, as the proud 118 cadets crossed another milestone in the
presence of Chief Guest, Capt. LK Panda, Principal Officer of
Mercantile Marine Department in Mumbai. Gracing the event were
also the cadets’ parents and staff of ESM, SIMS, Lonavala and
Mumbai, all present to share the joy.
Capt. LK Panda at the
campus workshop

The Chief Guest, in his valedictory speech, reminded the soon-to-be
sailing cadets on the importance of being confident while on duty
and to stand guard against complacency. He narrated two incidents
from his experience as an eye opener, in which, on both cases,
involved vessels colliding with one another.
He explained that on both incidents, collisions could have been easily averted had only the Officer-on-Watch (OOW) on bridge was not
complacent. He added that the absence of early and positive actions were the root causes of these collisions. Capt. Panda also
elaborated on the clear lack of communication between the ships
and Vessel Traffic Management System (VTMS) as another key
reason behind such accidents.

Meeting the faculty
members

Capt. Panda, who toured the campus for the first time before the
function in auditorium, expressed that it was “an excellent facility
for qualitative training in a wonderful eco-friendly environment.” He
was shown the Fire Mock–up, Ship-in-Campus, Workshop, Maritime
Science Centre, and other facilities. He was also given a detailed
presentation in the Electronic Chart Display and Information System
(ECDIS) Lab and Blended Learning in Computer Lab, with all the
simulators in operation mode. Project works of the DNS cadets were
also exhibited.
Due to the rain, the Guard of Honour was held under the Hostel stilt
earlier during the day while the parade was cancelled.

Chief Guest during his
valedictory speech

Mr. Viswanathan (left) Principal,
SIMS, Lonavala, presenting a token
of appreciation to the Chief Guest

List of Prize Winners:
1.

Best Cadet - Cdt. Digvijay Singh Rawal

2.

1st in Academics - Cdt. Hrishiraj Debnath

3.

2nd in Academics - Cdt. Nazhar Irfan Khot

4.

3rd in Academics - Cdt. Digvijay Singh Rawal

5.

Best Hands on Training - Cdt. Akshay Munkund Karve

6.

Best Sporstman - Cdt. Ranjodh Singh

7.

Best Cadet Captain - Cdt. Bharat Singh Rajpurohit

8.

Best in HSSE - Cdt. Hari Shankar Babu

9.

Best in Navigation and Chartwork - Cdt. Vishal

10. Best in Cargo Handling and Seamanship - Cdt. Digvijay S Rawal
11. Best in Bridge Equipment and watchkeeping - Cdt. Digvijay S Rawal
12. 1st in Project Work - Cdt. Mayank Taneja, Cdt. Madhukar Joshi,
Cdt. Maninder Singh, Cdt. Naveen Pokhriyal, Cdt. Amriptpal Ghotra,
Cdt. Prateesh Dhyani, Cdt. Rizakdeep Singh, Cdt. Sagar Malhotra
13. 2nd in Project Work - Cdt. Vinay K.A, Cdt. Saurav Katoch,
Cdt. Shishir Verma, Cdt. Shivam Gupta, Cdt. Sreeraj Thayyil,
Cdt. Suraj Shahane, Cdt. Swapnil Namase, Cdt. Yadhukrishna E.B
14. 3d in Project Work - Vikash Kumar Raghav, Cdt. Srikumar Kunnath,
Cdt. Sukhraj Dhillon, Cdt. Sumeet Ghuge, Cdt. Sunil Kumar,
Cdt. Tarun Sharma, Cdt. Vineet Kumar
15. Best in Music - Cdt. Luit Saikia
16. Best Orator - Cdt. Mayank Taneja

DNS-13 batch cadets taking their oath

17. Most Popular Cadet - Cdt. Arunesh Beri
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CASE STUDY

Decarb Completed but Piston Seized
What Went Wrong?

Following incident took place in a product tanker, when the author was sailing
as second engineer in the sister vessel. Both vessels were in Singapore
anchorage waiting for berthing orders.
The engineers decided to undertake
decarbonisation routine of two units of
the main engine, Sulzer 6 RLB 68. After
the routines were carried out over a period of two days, the vessel was called
for berthing. Within a few hours of running, the main engine under pilotage,
pistons of both overhauled units seized.
The vessel had to be assisted with tugs
for berthing, and both the units were repaired with assistance from shore workshop personnel.
Events leading to the incident
On day one, one unit was decarbonized
and the engine room staff retired for the day.
The second unit was taken up and completed on the subsequent day and main engine
was tried out for a short duration. A few
hours after trying out the main engine, the
pilot boarded the vessel for berthing. Cooling water high temperature alarm and piston
cooling water non-flow alarm sounded for
the cylinders, which were overhauled during
anchorage stay. Before the engineers could
realize the gravity of the problem and take
preventive steps, both the pistons seized
and engine stopped on overload.
Since the vessel was proceeding to berth,
additional tugs were employed and the ship
was berthed safely without further incidents.
Troubleshooting
Upon completion of berthing, engineers set
about the task of finding the cause for the
piston seizure. After checking crankcase,
bearings, lubrication, cylinder oil flow etc.,
they found that the piston cooling water returns were not normal in the affected cylinders. With shore workshop assistance, the
units were dismantled and inspected. It was
found that the piston cooling standpipes
were fitted 180° out of phase, thereby restricting the cooling water outlet of the piston.
Replacing the standpipe carbon guide
bushes during decarbonisation is one of the
duties of the Third Engineer (3/E). While dismantling, 3/E also removed the dowel pins
used for locating the stand pipe correctly. He
assembled the stand pipe without dowel pins
and 180° out of phase, thereby not matching

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the
causes and lessons learnt through this case study. Please send
your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

the drain from the pistons to the piston cooling chest.
Extent of damage/delay:
1. Two sets of piston crowns with piston
rings, two liners and host of consumables were consumed (some of them
were transferred from own vessel).
2. Additional tugs were employed for
berthing.
3. Shore-based workshop were employed
to pull out the seized pistons and liners.
4. Unnecessary and extra hours of work for
the shipboard personnel.
5. Poor reflection on the competence of
crew employed by the ship owner/ manager .
6. One day delay and off-hire for the vessel.

size. The dowel pin serves the purpose of
guiding a component correctly into its position, if it is not visually possible to sight the
correct assembly.

From the details provided and your
knowledge about the diesel engines,
please provide answers to the
following regarding this case study:
1. What are the causes for the incident and can you identify the root
cause in this case?
2. Why did the piston seize in a short
duration?
3. Why should the carbon guide
bushes require replacement?
4. Can you name few shipboard
equipments using locating pins for
various purposes?

Moral of the story
Remember that every part of any equipment, howsoever small in size has a function
to play, hence do not take a component’s
importance lightly on the basis of its small

S.Viswanathan, Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Responses for Overhaul of an Electric Motor:
Issue 17 (Apr 2012)
Based on the positive number of feedback and responses from our readers on
the previous case study, here’s a compilation of the answers received:
1. How can the correct running direction
of a centrifugal pump be ascertained?
• It is mentioned in the article that
the said vessel is old and probably,
there is no metal plate showing running direction of the pump.
• Now, the direction can be ascertained by looking at the blade profile
and the volute casing as per the below attached diagram. The direction
of the pump is set opposite to the
angle of curvature of impeller blades

•

Pump can discharge in both directions but the effective discharge pressure can be attained only in correct
running direction. So by checking the
discharge, pressure also (by trial and
error method) can ascertain the running direction of pump.

2. Where if required , do you change the
phase sequence of an induction motor?
• We can change the phase sequence
in the motor terminal box.

KNOWLEDGE

In Search for
Future Lubricant (Part I)
From January 2012, the maximum sulphur content permitted by the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
dropped from 4.5% to 3.5%. The allowed
sulphur content of fuel has already been
cut in the Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECA) from 1.5% to 1% in 2010 and
is due to be cut further to 0.1% from 1
January 2015 as seen in Fig. A. The use
of heavy fuel oil is still permitted inside
SECA, but only if the ship is fitted with
sulphur scrubbers. Operating on HFO
outside SECA and on distillates inside
them seems inevitable in the immediate
term till the time scrubbers find favours
and are fitted to the vessels. This has led
to more severe cylinder lubrication conditions and the right choice of lubricant
has become increasingly significant for
ensuring both efficient vessel’s operation and regulatory compliance.
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fuel about 25 years ago while working on
MV Jag Laxmi, much before the situation
created by the current sulphur caps under
IMO & EC regulations. Due to certain charter party conditions, the main engine was
changed over to run continuously on ‘High
Flash High Speed Diesel’ (HF-HSD). The
heavy fuel oil tanks were slowly emptied
and converted to receive the low sulphur
HF-HSD as bunkers. During this period,
the existing cylinder oil with high TBN was
mixed with crankcase oil in 70-30 proportion
on board (manual blending), to match the
TBN of cylinder oil with the sulphur content
of the HF-HSD. The blend was prepared in
short quantity as there was no separate cylinder oil storage tank available.
The above engine operation continued
for more than nine months till the time we
were on Oil & Natural Gas Corp (ONGC)
charter. Though we did not encounter any
operational trouble in the above case,
apart from a slight over-pressure during the onset of combustion in the power
stroke, there were issues with dirty combustion chamber, scavenge space, exhaust
Fig. A. Schedule for emissions phase out
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Shirish Kumar
Dean
SIMS, Mumbai
special cylinder oil must be used to add
lubricity and prevent carbon deposition,
called lacquering.
A lot of research is currently being done by
lube oil suppliers in association with different engine manufacturers regarding the lack
of lubricity of Low Sulphur Gas Oil (LSGO)
and how to improve it with the help of lubricity improving additives. It will not be a
daunting task before they come up with the
most appropriate lubricant for low sulphur
marine fuels. They have been supplying
such lubricants for automobile engines quite
successfully. The problem will arise whether
one solution will be appropriate for varying
fuel oil sulphur content. It is quite obvious
that the needs of engines running on high
or low sulphur fuels are quite different and
this creates a dilemma for those changing
between high to low sulphur fuel when entering or leaving SECA. Should they go for
different cylinder oils for different fuels used
or one single solution for all applications?
In the next issue of Samundra Spirit, we
shall provide you with details of the various
arguments put forth by oil companies as
well as guidance provided by engine makers on the use of most optimum Lubricating
oil to use, in order to address the challenge
of using fuel oil of varying sulphur contents
on the ships, in view of emission control areas and standards currently in place.

Using high performance alkaline, additives
neutralize the corrosive sulphur-containing
combustion residue of heavy fuel oils, ensuring the cleanliness of engine parts and
prevent the corrosive wear of cylinders, etc.
Until recently, the marine engineers were
only concerned to find the most appropriate
oil feed-rate taking into account the sulphur
content of the heavy fuel oil in use. The time
during which the engine used to run on low
sulphur diesel was not significant and did
not warrant much concern. But now, with
fuel-switching being a reality, the balance
between fuel sulphur levels, cylinder oil
feed rate and the total base number (TBN)
value has become more complex. A two dimensional problem has evolved into a three
dimensional problem.

valves etc. Reflecting back, I am not very

I experienced using extremely low sulphur

•

sure whether the full implications of our actions were analyzed before they were undertaken.
Concern with the use of low sulphur fuel
originate from the fact that marine fuels having high sulphur content has higher lubricity
and when converting to low sulphur options
this ‘inherent’ cushioning effect of sulphur is
lost. The following basic concepts are relevant while using low sulphur fuel:
•

When converting a diesel engine to distillate fuel, the anti-corrosion properties
of the cylinder oil can be relaxed and
much less oil feed rate is required, since
low sulphur bunker fuel have less corrosion potential.
When converting to low sulphur fuel,

To be continued in next issue...
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Hull Load Line markings are also checked
for accuracy against original allocation of
freeboard to the vessel. A certificate valid
for five years, is issued to the ship after ensuring compliance to Load Line Convention.

Ship Surveys
An Overview

A ship has to undergo various surveys
in order to maintain her hull and machinery to the required class standards during the course of her life span. Here is
an overview to spread awareness about
ship surveys for the common benefit of
all the concerned personnel on the ship
as well as ashore.
1. What are Periodic Surveys?
These surveys are conducted at defined periods by Classification Society to ensure that
the ship remains worthy of its classification.
2. What is Continuous Survey?
The request by a shipowner for admission to
the Continuous Survey system will be considered by a classification society and the
agreement depends on the type and age of
hull and machinery. This system may apply
to the class renewal survey of hull (CSH),
machinery (CMS) or other installations such
as refrigerating installations (CSR) covered
by an additional class notation.
3. What is a Load Line Survey?
All ships must possess a valid Load Line Certificate. For this, the ship must be inspected
by class surveyors to ensure that the ship
is watertight below the freeboard deck and
weathertight above it. The surveyor inspects
various cargo compartments below the freeboard deck as well as hull openings above
the freeboard deck to ensure that they meet
the requirements as specified in the Classification Society Rules for Load Line Surveys.

4. What is Safety Equipment Survey?
These surveys are carried out to ensure that
the ships’ equipment for coping with emergencies such as Fire or Abandon ship are in
a condition to operate efficiently at all times.
The surveyor conducting such a survey
on behalf of the Flag State Administration
checks items such as the Life boat winches
and motors, Fire/ Smoke detection systems,
Fire main and fire pumps, Fire hoses and
nozzles, Fixed fire fighting systems, Fire
extinguishers, Remote controls for fan, machinery and fuel supply, Closing arrangements for ventilators, funnel, skylights and
door way, Fire man outfits, Lifeboats,life
rafts,and their equipments etc. The survey
is done to ensure the ship’s compliance with
the International Convention of Safety of
Life at Sea 1974 as amended.
5. What are Annual Surveys?
Annual surveys are carried out within a window from three months before or after each
anniversary date. The survey includes an inspection of the hull, equipment and machinery of the ship and some witnessing of tests,
so far as is necessary and practical in order
to verify that, in the opinion of the attending
surveyor(s) the ship is in a general condition
which satisfies the Rule requirements.
6. What is an Intermediate Survey?
An intermediate survey is to be carried out
within the yearly window from the second to
third anniversary of initial survey date. The
intermediate survey includes examinations
and checks on the structure as specified in
the rules to verify that the vessel is in compliance with the applicable rule requirements.
The rule criteria become more stringent with
age. According to the type and age of the
ship, the examinations of the hull may be
supplemented by thickness measurements
as specified in the rules and where deemed
necessary by the attending surveyor.
7. What is Continuous Machinery Survey
(CMS)?
This survey aims to understand the condition of whole machinery and equipment by
partly opening up the machineries through
systematic procedures. The survey items
are arranged in such a manner that, their
overhauling and examination are carried
out once within a cycle not exceeding five
years.

Biju Baben
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
Continuous Survey of Machinery (CMS)
done by the ship’s Chief Engineer:Parts of the machinery may be overhauled
and surveyed by ship’s Chief Engineer
while ship is at sea or port where classification society is not represented.
There is a list of permissible machinery for
which Chief Engineer is empowered by
Class Society to carry out surveys and submit it to class for documentary verification.
Class accepts it after verification as “survey
completion.”
8. What is Tail Shaft Survey?
This is a survey of the propeller shaft, tail
shaft and the stern tube bearing. The different types of surveys to which tail shafts
may be subjected and the intervals are:
• complete survey
• modified survey
• partial survey
9. What is Boiler Survey ?
Steam boilers, superheaters and economizers are examined internally and externally. Such surveys are held twice in every
five years or normally once in 2.5 years.
10. What is a Docking Survey?
The classification society surveyor examines a ship’s underwater shell plating
including openings and attachments like
rudder and fittings, stern frame and propeller during the docking survey, which should
be carried out twice within a five-year period. One of the two docking surveys within
the five-year period should coincide with a
special survey. It is considered to coincide
with the special survey when held within
the 15 months prior to the due date of the
special survey. An in-water survey may be
accepted in lieu of the intermediate survey.
For vessels operating in fresh water, special consideration may be given.
11. What is a Non-Periodical Survey?
There may be unusual circumstances
when non-periodical surveys are required
on ships, such as after accidents, damage
repairs, voyage repairs, conversions, due
to extra-ordinary requirements, Change of
Class and Condition Assessment Program,
etc.
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The Battle with Barnacles
How to Paint the Shipside Clean?
With fuel and bunker prices skyrocketing, shipowners and charterers seem to
be looking for various alternatives to run
their ships more economically and profitably.
One thing that comes to mind is the speed
at which a ship can operate commensurate
with the optimal use of engines and fuel
consumption.
Hull resistance and vessel drag can affect
the ship’s speed.
Whilst on one hand, regulations have been
enforced to make environmentally-friendly
hull coating systems, on the other hand, the
coating systems must also be effective in offering a smooth hull, so that resistance is
minimized while sailing.
It is an acknowledged fact that blasting a
conventionally-coated 10 to 15-year old
ship hull back to bare steel can improve fuel
consumption by 25-30%. Hull coating can
become rough with age. Hull coating damage builds up with age and the deterioration
gets compounded every dry dock by spot
repairs and partial repainting. This causes
inherent drag.
It is a known fact that by the time a ship
with a biocidal antifouling hull coating system ages to 10 years, its fuel consumption
would have gone up by 25-40%, compared

to its initial sea trial conditions. In the older
days, ships were built with 40% surplus
power. This was to compensate for engine
degradation (hull degradation) as hull friction was found to increase with ship’s age.
Today, such coating systems are available
which not only reduce shipowners’ fuel bills,
but also help to reduce the CO2, NOx, SOx,
black carbon and environmentally-unwanted
emissions.

Capt. V.R.Krishnan
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
also result as the antifouling coating may be
inadequate over time. Self-polishing paint
got its name due to smoothing properties
caused due to ablation and consequent biocide leaching. Although the paint became
smoother, hull surface became rougher due
to surface damage. This caused additional
hull resistance.

It has been estimated that a reduction of
25% in fuel consumption due to better hull
coating and antifouling applications could
save about $70 billions annually.
Drydocking costs are also a heavy drain on
the ship-owner’s resources. If the drydocking intervals could be increased by 7.5 to 10
years, it could result in drastically reducing
cost of paint reapplication and in turn cutting
down the cost of sea transport as a whole.
If it could be helped, ships could stay out of
dry dock for longer periods. However, hull
coating and maintenance warrant dry docking at much short intervals.
Almost all ships are coated with underwater hull antifouling paint. If the painting is
not smooth due to poor paint application,
such as drips, runs, sagging, overspray or
grit inclusion, the coating could become
rougher in service due to partial failures and
mechanical contact damage. Slime development, weed growth and shell growth can

Hull coatings degrade as vessels age.
Some of these coatings are composed of
multiple layers of non-homogeneous coatings which are rather thin and get easily
damaged. Over time with spot repairs, reapplication of some layers, these coatings
tend to build up internal stress, blister,
crack and delaminate. They are subjected
to corrosion of underlying steel and unable
to withstand cavitations. Re-application of
paint to these areas causes hull plating to
become cratered, chipped, cracked and
gets generally rough. Irrespective of fouling,
the hull plating becomes rougher thereby
contributing to higher hull resistance.
Antifouling coating has to be reapplied after three to five years not because biocides
have leached out but due to very standard mid-coats having 400 to 600 microns
thickness which get easily damaged. If
scratched even slightly, the damage may
penetrate right through to the bare steel
plating of the hull.
TBT free antifouling paints are being

Continued on page 20
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Can Underwater Repairs Keep Ships out of Drydock?
Capt. V.R.Krishnan
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
Source: www.subseaworldnews.com

Complex permanent underwater repairs
to thrusters, propellers, rudders, stern
tube seals and damaged or corroded
hulls can be done by creating dry-docklike conditions around the affected area.
Experienced divers can then work inside
these capsules around the damaged areas to repair the affected parts.
Underwater repair and maintenance
Maintenance work like the replacement of
anodes that are worn out can easily be carried out without any interference with the
vessel’s sailing schedule. All operations can
be carried out in port or while the vessel is
stationary at sea. Normal commercial activities can therefore continue without disruption. This helps owners extend dry-dock
intervals and eliminate the loss of time and
production that dry-docking entails.
Seal repair and replacement
Technology that enables seal replacements
to be done on site and underwater is readily available today. By creating a dry under-

Thruster repairs

water working environment around a seal
assembly, repair work on the assembly is
facilitated. It enables the replacement of
damaged seals on site. Prior to this technology,
it was usually necessary to go into dry-dock
for this kind of operation, along with all the
attendant loss of time and money.
Thruster repair and replacement
A wide range of repair or maintenance work
can be carried out to all types of thrusters.
An entire unit can be overhauled, propeller
blades or seals can be replaced or repair
work on a specific part of a thruster can be
performed by diver/technicians on site. All of
these repairs can be carried out without the
need to dry-dock the vessel.
The creation of steel mob-docks to seal off
the thruster tunnel, with an access shaft
protruding above the water, enables work
teams to access the thruster tunnel and remove or repair the thruster within the tunnel
in complete safety.

Thruster repairs

Lightweight flexible mob-docks, which are
designed to be easily transported around
the world, are used to close off the thruster
on both sides. This allows divers to work in
a dry environment around the unit. There is
no need to send the vessel to dry-dock as
all operations can be carried out in port or
while the vessel is stationary at sea.
Propeller repair and modification
A ship with bent or cracked propeller blades
might experience severe vibrations while
sailing. The classification society might demand a repair before the vessel is allowed
to sail on. By straightening the blades or
cropping them, one can restore the propeller’s balance. Propeller modification can
easily be combined with any other maintenance or repair operation that needs to be
carried out on the vessel. Prior to a propeller repair, a detailed underwater inspection
is carried out by expert diver/technicians.
They are certified to make a full assessment
of the condition of the propeller. The exact
dimensions and position of the damage can
then be communicated to the technical department overseeing the operation. This is
essential because the calculations need to
be perfectly accurate to achieve an ideal re-

Rudder repairs
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sult with the repair.
Propeller blade straightening
By cold straightening technique, damaged
blades can be straightened underwater,
allowing the ship to return to commercial
operations without the need to dry-dock.
Optimum efficiency of the propellers can be
restored by bringing the blades back close
to their original form.
Cropping the propeller blades
If straightening is not an option, the affected
area on the blade can be cropped to restore
the hydrodynamic balance. This is done to
achieve the greatest possible efficiency for
the vessel. This kind of repair is carried out
with a special propeller blade cutting equipment. First, a detailed underwater inspection
is performed by an expert diver/technician
team to obtain the exact parameters of the
damage which are then used for a detailed
calculation of the ideal cutting line. This allows the operators to know in advance what
the result of the operation will be so as to
make an informed decision.
Restoring optimum propeller performance
Both cropping and straightening are done
to restore the propeller’s performance to as
close to its optimum condition as possible
and to balance it. This can help a vessel
that is suffering loss of speed due to an outof-balance propeller. Propeller optimization
is sometimes also done to restore the performance even if no real damage has occurred, as after some years of service an
engine sometimes loses some of its performance. By calculating the possibilities of
a propeller optimization, the performance
can be restored. On some occasions, an
entire blade has to be replaced on a variable pitch propeller. This work can also be
carried out by divers who are trained to
perform a wide variety of operations, both
above and below the waterline, anywhere in
the world and sometimes even in the most
extreme conditions.

Hull repair
Renewal of both small and large areas of
damaged hull plating is also possible while
the ship is in water. These repairs can be
carried out above or below water, according to the circumstances, with tailormade mob-docks – no need for dry-docking.
Normal commercial activities can therefore
continue without disruption. Expert diver/
technician teams carry out these in-situ hull
repairs wherein most cases, the damaged
area can be replaced with a permanent
insert and no condition of class is imposed.
On rare occasions where the damage does
not allow such a repair, a temporary doubler
plate is installed over the affected area. This
allows the owners to keep to their schedule
until the next scheduled dry-dock visit when
they can arrange a permanent repair.
Repairs of this kind can only be done successfully by trained divers/technicians who
are familiar with them and who have the
relevant know-how to resolve all of the technical difficulties encountered during underwater operations. They can all achieve the
same high quality without unnecessary loss
of time.
Rudder repair
With the help of flexible mob-dock, permanent repairs on any type of rudder can be
done while the vessel remains at anchorage
and cargo operations can continue. Permanent in-water rudder repairs were hitherto
not possible and ships had to dry-dock in
cases where a major defect was found.
Major defects on rudders very often cause
unscheduled dry-docking of ships. Class
approved permanent repairs in-situ is now
possible while commercial operations continue. Steel repairs and replacements can
be performed and pintle and bushing defects can be solved without the loss of time
and money associated with dry-docking.

Image source: www.hydrex.be

Propeller blade replacement

Seal repairs; diver inside a mobdock
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The Battle with Barnacles:
How to Paint the Shipside Clean?
continued from page 18

applied to ships’ hulls since the last 10 years
or so. The self-polishing paints applied on
ships hulls these days provide a surface
that is smooth and has non-stick characteristics which make it harder for the barnacles
and algae to attach themselves to the hull
of ships. Such coatings are efficient only of
ships sail continuously at good speed however become ineffective at lower speeds or
at anchor or while at berth.
A lot of stress is built in to the coating system as new layers are added on top of
old layers of paint. Every coating system
shrinks after the curing phase. Full blasting
and full recoating is recommended for most
ships after 10 years of service, if it is not
done before that date. Information available
with reputable paint companies indicate that
a full blasting of a 10-year old ship’s hull and
recoating with any system will result in a remarkable, dramatic, incredible change in
the ship’s fuel efficiency. The current wellknown problems of hull degradation are attributable to the types of coating in general
use and the current practices for maintaining these coatings.

A few solutions to maintain charter party
speed as well as keep fuel costs in control
are as follows:
1. Apply hull coating which does not increase hull friction as paint ages
2. Follow hull maintenance routine that
does not result in a damaged, deteriorated or rough hull coating which causes
increased drag from the ship.
3. Any solution must be economically viable, cheaper than conventional approaches and productive in fuel savings.
4. Hull coating must be environmentally acceptable, non-toxic, suitable for keeping
hull and other important areas free of
aquatic invasive species, and emit very
low or no VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds) on application.
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The Blind Eye
I have never seen the sun burning bright
But, I have always felt the warmth of its light
I have got nothing to do , with the gloom of the night
For the starry night is miles away from my sight
I have to fight with the darkness all alone
And have to feel my path, if at all I am cared by none
I have never seen the angry waves but, have heard them fall
I do not know, how the birds do look like but, they allure me by their call
I have not seen the lighting in the cloud
But have heard the roaring thunder cry aloud
I have never seen the rain drizzle
But, have felt their cool silky touch and their mild sizzle
I have never seen a smiling face and the tears that shed
But, I know they do it whilst they are happy or sad
They ever feel pity on me for being blind
But , I have never felt that I have had lost something,
that I would never find
But I have ever felt one thing, that’s my blindness is a boon for me always
For it fetches me only cheer and happiness.			

Anand Koni
Navigation Instructor
SIMS, Lonavala

A

Abhijit Nalwade
Research Associate
SIMS, Lonavala
(Photograph A)

B

C

CDT Shailesh Kiran
GME-12
SIMS, Lonavala
(Photograph B & C)
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1

Crossword
Puzzle

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12

13

14
15

(from left to right)
CDT Aravind
CT Shailesh
CDT Gagandeep Singh
GME-12
SIMS, Lonavala

16

17

18
20

19
21

22

23

24

25
26
27
28

29

30

32

31
35

34
36

37

33

38

Across

Down

2.

One of the important certificates for sailing

1.

Angle of roll

6.

General manager of the ship

3.

Special profile for mechanical actuation

7.

A coarse filter

4.

Process of removal of air from the system

9.

Abbreviation of a biggest crude oil vessel

5.

It helps to steer the vessel

11. RO Vessel to carry cargo with wheels

8.

Mechanical device to increase the mass density of air

13. Flag which indicates that”all personnel must return back to ship,

10. I have combustion space and piston reciprocates inside me

proceding to sea”

12. Device used for mooring while berthing the ship

15. One who organizes for the cargo for the ship

13. Gasification of solids in an Incinerator

16. Used to burn wastes onboard ship.

14. Ship carrying refrigerated cargo

21. An object detection system which uses radio waves to

15. Case which encloses crankshaft and associated parts in reciprocating engines

determine the speed altitude direction and speed of the object

16. Abbreviation for association of classification societies

24. Gas used with oxygen to form a gas cutting/welding flame

17. Bar which bears the name of dog

25. Water to maintain free board

18. Vertical post used in mooring

26. Temperature required for ignition

19. Medium-sized sailboat equipped for private cruising and racing.

27. Ring or cap which strengthens the end of a tube to prevent it

20. One of the materials used in valve seats and discs

from splitting and wearing

22. Place for having food onboard ship

29. LSA which shares its name with a popular soap brand

23. Fitting in a pipeline to compensate the pressure and change in temperature

32. I am the one who unload and load cargo onboard ship

27. A Mesh that prevents a mess

34. Documentation for action during oil spill onboard ship

28. Special shape of piston
35. Transmits power with change in torque and speed in short distances 30. Easily removable coupling used in pipelines
37. Mechanical for supplying air
31. Base plate from where the ship is built
38. Prevents leakage along a rotating shaft
33. Seal in circular shape starts with letter “O”
36. One of the contents of SOPEP locker, used to keep the machineries spot-free

Answers:

Down:
Across:

2. COC 6. MASTER 7. STARINER 9. ULCC 11. RO 13. PAPA 15. CHARTER 16. INCINERATOR
21. RADAR 24. ACETYLENE
25. BALLAST 26. SIT 27. FERRULE 29. BUOY
32. DERRICK 34. SOPEP 35. GEAR 37. BLOWER 38. GLAND
1. LIST 3. CAM 4. PURGING 5. RUDDER 8. TURBOCHARGER 10. LINER 12. WINCH 13. PYROLYSIS 14. REEFER
15. CRANKCASE 16. IACS 17. TOMMY 18. BOLLARD 19. YACHT 20. STELLITE 22. SALOON 23. BELLOW 27. FILTER
28. TORROID 30. UNION 31. KEEL 33. RING 36. RAGS
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The Charmadi Adventure

caused by the mammals.
It was heavy going but at last by about
1700hrs, we emerged from the jungle to find

Located approximately 100 kilometers away
from Mangalore, the Charmadi mountain,
is just one part of the Western Ghats, a
stretch of mountains that runs approximately 1,600km (990 miles) through the
states of Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka,
Tamil Nadu and Kerala ending at Kanyakumari, at the southern tip of India. The marvel, a UNESCO world heritage site, is one
of the eight hottest hotspots of biological
diversity in the world. It has an average elevation of 900-1500 meters, with the highest at 2600 meters. GME Cadet Arvind C
Kumar narrates an exhilarating account of
tracking through the treacherous ghats and
the unforgettable life’s lessons….
It was January 2011, we were pursuing our
B.E in Mechanical Engineering and had just
finished our 7th semester exams. Our after semester holidays had just begun. Thrilled with
the stretch of holidays after our tedious examination and the burning of the midnight oil, we
decided to freak out on a trek to the Charmadi
Ghat near Mangalore, my hometown.
There were nine of us all hyped for the hike,
Gagan, Gaurav, Gavin, Deekshith, Kishore,
Tapas, Thilak, Bhuvan and myself, adventurous to the hilt, determined to conquer the peak
of Charmadi. Having armed ourselves with a
whole lot of provisions and a pack load of warm

CDT Aravind C Kumar
GME-12
SIMS, Lonavala

ourselves at the foot of the steep cliffs that we
had to climb.
Achieving this was no easy task. Four of the

cloths and blankets we decided to set out in a

party were athletes, so they could scale the

Maruthi 800 escorted by 3 motorbikes-a Royal

rocks and boulders fairly easily. But rest of us

Enfield, a Suzuki Heat and a Pulsar 180.

literally struggled on. We had been warned
earlier of huge bison, black bears and leopards

For food, we had enough to feed an army-five-

lurking in the distance. Scared, but with brave

dressed chicken well marinated in masala, 44

hearts and armed with heavy sticks we moved

boiled eggs, two kilograms of salami, a whole

on until at last, we reached the top only to find

lot of ready to eat parotas, packets of noodles

that we had to climb another hill to reach our

and other mouth-watering delicacies!

destination.

It was the 15th of January, 2011 and by

Meanwhile, to sustain us along our tedious

0730hrs we all met together at a predefined

path, we had eaten our boiled eggs and hear-

meeting place in the outskirts of Mangalore.

ing the sound of water rolling from the ‘moun-

In high spirits, we started off having loaded

tain springs.’ We felt cheered on.

the car with our knapsacks and with three of
us seated fairly comfortably in it while the rest

As time passed, the sun had set and the dark-

rode on their bikes.

ness enveloped us as the chilled winds began
to blow. Putting on our sweaters and mufflers

Everything went on smoothly until we reached

we struggled forward. By then, our group

midway to a place called Vagga when the Roy-

was well spaced out from one another as we

al Enfield refused to budge an inch on its own.

marched on through the night.

Being forced to keep the vehicle in a garage
for repairs, the party moved forward after hav-

Fortunately, each of us had already armed our-

ing a vegetarian meal in a nearby hotel. The

selves with torches to pick our way. The light

two members of the party rendered bikeless,

from these torches was also the only way we

squeezed themselves into the car.

could indicate the whereabouts of our friends.
There were even times when we noticed the

The sun was blazing when we reached the foot

flashlights of our friends who kept shouting to

of the hills and began our trek through the jun-

us; although they failed to hear us when we

gle. Each of us slung his knapsack on his back

replied.

and with much fun and laughter, we marched
forward.

You can well imagine our anxiety when we
could hardly see even a foot before us. Scared

Through the forest, we wound our way, some-

stiff, we could only breathe a prayer for help. It

times with our hearts in our mouth for we

was all we could do not to scream aloud and

could hear the trumpeting of elephants on the

shout in dismay when we were literally lost in

Rampage and could visualize the destruction

the darkness of a strange wilderness. The dan-
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ger of being caught in the jaws of a fierce
animal or being trampled to the ground under the heavy elephantine herd was very
much alive. With shivers running down our
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SIMS Ex-cadets Joined ESM Managed Fleet
During the Last Quarter

spine and hearts beating loud we trembled
in fear. It was a veritable torture to think that
every minute would be spelling out our end.
We finally made it to the place where our
friends were waiting for us fighting the blistering cold. It was Deekshith and Gagan
who hastened to our assistance like brave
knights to rescue. Leaving their bags be-

3O Achu Sanker
DNS-05

3O Melbin Thomas 3O Anish Varghese 3O Vishnu Chandran 3O Rohith John
DNS-06
DNS-05
DNS-05
DNS-03

hind, they were in search for a spot where
we could camp for the night.
To our good luck, another party with a guide
had also reached the same spot. The kind
guide helped us with our baggage and we
dragged ourselves through the rocky terrain

3O Vishnu Sreehari
DNS-03

3O Vishnu G Nair
DNS-05

3O Shivtar Singh
DNS-05

3O Jerin Jose
DNS-05

3O Mohan Ram
DNS-06

3O Ram Pyare
DNS-04

3O Vishal Sharma
DNS-06

3O Alfin Francis
DNS-05

4E Santosh Patil
GME-06

3O Ankur Soni
DNS-05

3O Dutta Bhupreet
DNS-05

until we were all on the top platform. The
guide who had been good enough to help
us up did not hesitate in helping us find firewood. He joined us as we sat down to enjoy
a hearty meal round a blazing bonfire after
having splashed ourselves with the cool water of a flowing stream.

3O Harendra Sewda 3O Gopi Chandra
DNS-05
DNS-05

The chilling night breeze was staggering.
Huddled together we tried to doze off waiting patiently for the dawn to come.
The enchanting view was a real eye opener,
and we gazed and gazed at the wonderful
beauty of nature unfurled before us! The

4E Deepak Gupta 4E Dhirendra Dubey
GME-08
GME-07

fabulous surroundings, the thrill of being
on top of the world, the chill breezes that
whistled all around like heavenly music created our hearts the joy of being alive to a
unique splendour! The pure, clean air wafted around us made us realize that ‘God is
in His Heaven’ and all’s right with the world!

4E Jose Thomas
GME-06

4E Prithesh Shetty 4E Shunmuga Sastha 4E Jayesh Piran
GME-08
GME-07
GME-06

4E Anto Lijo
GME-07

An enjoyable breakfast, a visit to the waterfall which was a thrilling experience as
we looked down at the waters plunging on
the rocks far below, each of us clinging with
outstretched hands as we struggled to keep
our feet on the ground. All too soon as it
was decided to pack our bags and begin our

4E Manish Sarkar
GME-05

4E Neethi Raja
GME-07

4E Aditya Gupta 4E Chowdhury Sujeet 4E Ravindra Singh
GME-08
GME-07
GME-06

descent. Going up had been a struggle but
getting down meant danger as we literally
slipped down the steep boulders.
Our attempt to scale the Charmadi Ghats
was indeed a memorable trek! It built up
faith and confidence in us, teaching us ‘to
seek, to find and not yield’.

4E Faizan Ali Khan 4E Animesh Peeush 4E Sujauddin Sheikh 4E Vijinth Krishnan
GME-07
GME-08
GME-07
GME-08

4E Roopesh K
GME-07
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Inter-house Aquatic Championship
The pre-monsoon outdoor sports activities
in SIMS Lonavala culminated for the season
with a very spiritedly contested Inter-house
aquatic championship. The championship
started on the 28th of May, and the week’s
spectacle had a fitting final day on the 5th
of June 2012.
1) 25m freestyle - Cadet Saumya
2) 50m freestyle - Cadet Suramya
3) 100m freestyle - Cadet Gagandeep Singh
4) 25m back stroke - Cadet Gagandeep Singh
5) 25 m butterfly stroke - Cadet Saumya

6) 25 m breast stroke - Cadet Nitin Patil
7) 4 x 25 m relay - Godavari house
Godavari house lifted the rolling trophy for the
overall championship with 38 points whereas
Tapti house presented a very strong challenge
to finish with 31 points. Captain V R Krishnan
and Chief Engineer Mr. Biman Mistry were declared joint winners for the SIMS staff swimming event. Cdt Gagandeep Singh (GME-12)
from Tapti house secured the man of the tournament award in this competition.

SIMS Hosts ClassNK Ship Recycling Seminar

Kong Convention 2009. IHM Survey and inventory of IHM items on the ship were included
in the presentation. This involved procedures
and paperwork required to make the IHM in-

SIMS and the Japanese Classification society ClassNK jointly held a seminar on ship
recycling at the Lonavala campus on 15
June 2012. It was a joint effort by the two
organizations to create awareness over
the fundamental aspects of ship recycling
among the industry.
A large delegation of experts from ClassNK
headed by Mr. A.V Pradhan, Head of ClassNK,
India, comprising of Mr. Hirofumi Takano, GM
Practical RND & Ship recycle Project Manager, Mr. Masuaki Urata, Member of ClassNK
Ship Recycling team, Mr. Sampath of ClassNK
and Mr. Henning Gramman, Managing Director, GSR Services presented various related
topics and kept the participants engrossed all
through.
Mr. Hirofumi Takano, (GM Practical RND & Ship
recycle Project Manager) explained various ac-

acceptable as it posed risks to human health,

ventory and databases. This includes material

safety and to the environment.

declaration, supplier’s declaration of conformity, shipbuilder: Development of IHM, problems

To improve the status, requirements came into
ardous Materials (IHM). The IHM, according

Ship Recycling Plan and Ship Recycling Fa-

the convention was for the ‘safe and environ-

cility Plan requirements and also ISO 30000

mentally sound recycling of ships’ which was

- the International Standard to undertake safe

adopted.

and environmentally sound ship recycling operation its requirements and procedures - were

He further explained that ships are now

some of the other factors touched upon as the

required to develop and maintain the IHM -

seminar came to an end.

which is an appendix to the Convention that
provides a list of hazardous materials the in-

After the seminar, the distinguished guests

stallation/use of which is prohibited or restrict-

were given a full tour of the campus including

ed in shipyards, ship repair yards, and ships.

the Ship-In-Campus, the workshop, laboratories and simulators. They were also apprised of

Various other speakers dwelt on initiatives

the R & D activities conducted at SIMS as well

taken by the European Union and also about

as SIMS participation in courses and work-

the legislative matters regarding the Hong

shops for allied industries.

tivities undertaken by ClassNK and its lead role
in ship recycling along with other stakeholders
so as to set the standards for complying with the
Hong Kong Convention 2009.
Mr. Henning Gramman, Managing Director
GSR Services captured the audience’s attention with an exhaustive presentation on the
various initiatives taken by the European Union
and also about the legislative matters regarding the Hong Kong Convention 2009. He explained that the Hong Kong Convention 2009
recognized ship recycling to being the most
environmentally-sound way to dispose a ship
at the end of its life. However, current methods
practiced within the industry were deemed un-

for IHM development and ClassNK’s solution.

place and one such was the Inventory of Haz-

ClassNK touring the workshop at SIMS, Lonavala

Visitors’ Comments - Second Quarter, 2012
Excellent facility for qualitative training in a wonderful eco-friendly environment.
All the best and keep it up.
Capt. LK Panda, Principal Officer, Mercantile Marine Dept. Mumbai

Visited the excellent marine institute which is the most comprehensive and the best I have
seen so far. Institute provides the teaching/ learning facilites and an excellent learning
environment.
Dr T.A. Piyasiri, Karandamandiya, Millewa, Horana, Sri Lanka

A very warm welcome was received to a truly modern and well-equipped facility.
I was very much impressed by the professionalism of the staff and the cadets.
Mr Christian Ott, Vice President Claims SKULD Far East Syndicate, Wanchai, Hongkong

Impressed with the excellent institute, facility, teachers, students surrounded by nice
environment. I believe this institute will receive big reputation from all over the world.
Hirofumi Takano, Operating Officer, RX General Manager, ClassNK

So many thanks for your hospitality and interest in ship recycling.
I’ve enjoyed my stay and hope to stay in touch with you.
Mr. Henning Gramman, Managing Director of GSR Services, ClassNK

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to introduce our activities.
Mr. Takeshi Naruse, Practical R&D Promotion Division, Ship Recycling Team, ClassNK

It was a excellent moment for me to see such remarkable facilities and motivated students.
This institute surely will be the cradle of future maritime leaders.
All the best to you.
Mr. Masuaki Urata. Ship Recycling Team, ClassNK

Undoubtedly the best maritime training institute I have ever visited.
Mr. A.V Pradhan, Regional Manager of India, ClassNK

Every time I visit, I am more and more impressed with the quality of training and education.
Mr. S. Sampath, Manager, Mumbai Office, ClassNK

Really a very timely built institution - a real challenge to young minds.
Truly trains and equips young seafarers to meet and face the sea world in completion.
A true yeoman’s activity for those interested in becoming a part of the marine world.
All the best wishes in all your endeavors.
Sheila Chaman (Media Columnist and Correspondent, Communications and Skills Aesthetics;
Documentary Film Producer; President - SAPNA (regd) NGO 02-04-2012
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